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Abstract

To effectively improve the quality of image encryption and
the security of data transmission, this paper proposes a
new image encryption theme based on Hyperchaotic sys-
tems and DNA encoding. First, L plaintext images are
operated by a double-layer cross-coupled piece-wise linear
chaotic map (PWLCM). And the noise-like images are
obtained by XOR merging. Then, based on the chaotic
sequence, the image plaintext is encoded by DNA, and
the image scrambling and diffusion are realized by DNA
operation, so the image encryption is completed. Finally,
Simulation results show that this new encryption algo-
rithm’s number of Pixels Change Rate (NPCR) and Uni-
fied Average Change Intensity (UACI) is close to or higher
than the theoretically calculated values. Furthermore, the
Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) is less than 10, indicat-
ing that the proposed algorithm is susceptible to plaintext
and key and can effectively resist differential attacks.

Keywords: DNA Encoding; Hyperchaotic Systems; Image
Encryption; Scrambling and Diffusion

1 Introduction

With the development of network, there are many infor-
mation carriers. Digital image has become the most ex-
tensive communication medium in network communica-
tion because of its high fidelity and vivid image. But in
the actual network life and real life, there are a lot of im-
ages are used fraudulantly, copyright infringed [5, 15, 16].
For example, some people will use other people’s photos
to carry out illegal activities, violating others’ privacy. No
one wants their privacy violated. Therefore, the security
of image information becomes the focus of people’s atten-
tion, and some image encryption technology is urgently
needed to protect the image information.

Image information redundancy is large. Generally for
text encryption practical encryption algorithms such as
DES [21], 3DES [2] and so on, it cannot achieve good re-

sults on the image, therefore, chaotic encryption is arised.
Since many earlier chaotic systems are easy to be attacked
and cracked, resulting in information exposure. So high-
dimensional chaotic systems, hyperchaotic systems, deep
learning, wavelet transform combined with chaotic system
image encryption operations have been emerged.

Chaos is widely used in the field of image encryption
because of its randomness, high sensitivity to initial value
and replicability [20]. There are two kinds of image en-
cryption methods. One is to improve the original chaotic
mapping to increase its complexity and security. The
second is to improve the encryption algorithm. Refer-
ence [17] expanded the scope of the mapping by improving
the Logistic mapping. Reference [6] increased the com-
plexity of sequences and enhanced the scrambling diffu-
sion effect by improving Henon mapping. Reference [18]
improved Lorenz equation to make its chaotic behavior
more complicated. Reference [24] combined Sine map-
ping and Logistic mapping to form a chaotic system with
higher complexity.

Traditional encryption algorithms, such as Arnold
scrambling transform [8] and Hilbert scrambling trans-
form [14], have some defects and low security. There-
fore, reference [12] proposed an encryption algorithm that
scrambled filling curves and adjacent pixel bits. Refer-
ence [23] proposed a hybrid Encryption algorithm based
on the advantages of Data Encryption Standard (DES) al-
gorithm, such as high efficiency, strong security and good
performance, combined with Logistic mapping. Refer-
ence [4] proposed the calculation of Deoxyribo Nucleic
Acid (DNA), which provided a new direction for im-
age encryption algorithm technology. In reference [10],
two-dimensional Logistic mapping was used to generate
chaotic sequences, and DNA coding algorithm was com-
bined to encrypt images. In reference [19], Lorenz and
Rossler double chaotic system was used by combining
with DNA coding to increase the complexity of computa-
tion and difficulty of cracking. In this paper, an improved
Hyperchaotic chaotic map with better chaos is designed.
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An image encryption algorithm based on Hyperchaotic
systems and DNA encoding is proposed by combining
with the DNA sequences with high parallelism and abun-
dant storage space.

2 Related Works

2.1 Piece-wise Linear Chaotic Map
(PWLCM)

When selecting any chaotic mapping in image encryp-
tion, two important characteristics of chaotic mapping,
namely ”simplicity” and ”ergodicity”, must be consid-
ered. Compared with other one-dimensional chaotic sys-
tems, PWLCM is relatively uniform in phase distribution
and has simple equations, satisfying the above two fea-
tures [3]. Therefore, the PWLCM system will be used
in this paper to generate random sequences, its dynamic
equation is defined as follows:

xi+1 = Fp(xi) =

 xi/p if 0 ≤ xi < p
xi − p/0.5− p if p ≤ xi < 0.5
Fp(1− xi) 0.5 ≤ xi < 1


Where, p is the control parameter, whose value range is

(0, 0.5). xi ∈ [0, 1) is the state variable. In the encryption
algorithm in this paper, in order to obtain a more unpre-
dictable chaotic sequence, PWLCM mapping is used to
carry out double-layer cross-coupling operation, and the
behavior trajectory generated is more complex and not
easy to predict, which can achieve a better image scram-
bling effect.

2.2 2D-CTMM Chaotic System

Low-dimensional chaotic system runs fast, but it has some
problems, such as small key space, easy to predict behav-
ior trajectory and low security performance. However, the
behavior trajectory of high-dimensional chaotic system is
difficult to predict and the structure is complex, which
leads to the decrease of encryption rate. After weigh-
ing encryption rate and encryption security, this paper
combines one-dimensional tent chaotic mapping [9] and
one-dimensional cubic chaotic mapping to propose two-
dimensional cubic tent chaotic mapping (2D-CTMM).
This is a new chaotic system, which combines two one-
dimensional chaotic systems. Compared with other high-
dimensional chaotic systems, 2D-CTMM has a simple
structure. Compared with low-dimensional chaotic sys-
tem, its behavior trajectory is not easy to predict. On the
premise that encryption security is satisfied, 2D-CTMM
has a relatively high running rate, and its system equation
is shown in Equations (1) and (2):

xi+1 =

{
4axi + 4byi/0.5mod1 if yi < 0.5
4axi + 4b(1− yi)/0.5mod1 if yi ≥ 0.5

(1)

yi+1 =

{
4ayi + 4bxi/0.5mod1 if xi < 0.5
4ayi + 4b(1− xi)/0.5mod1 if xi ≥ 0.5

(2)

Figure 1: Comparison of LE curve between CTMM and
LTMM

Where, a and b are control parameters of the 2D-
CTMM system. mod is complementary function. Since
the modular operation of a 2D-CTMM chaotic system is
whole-office bounded, it can always fold the value into a
fixed range, so the value of the control parameter can be
set to any large value. In this article, the parameter range
is set to a, b ∈ [1, 100].

2.3 Performance Analysis of 2D-CTMM
Chaotic System

Lyapunov exponent (LE) is a key quantitative index to
measure the dynamic characteristics of the system, which
describes the convergence rate or divergence rate of the
system trajectory. When there are multiple Lyapunov ex-
ponentials greater than zero in a chaotic system, it indi-
cates that the chaotic system has hyperchaotic behavior.

Compared with other two-dimensional chaotic maps,
Two-dimensional logistic tent modular map (2D-LTMM)
shows better chaotic characteristics, so in this paper,
the Lyapunov exponential curve of 2D-CTMM and 2D-
LTMM is compared, as shown in Figure 1. The initial
value is set as x0 = 0.528, y0 = 0.135, control parame-
ter b = 50, a ∈ [1, 100]. As can be seen from Figure 1,
2D-CTMM is in hyperchaotic behavior in the whole in-
terval range, and compared with 2D-LTMM, 2D-CTMM
has a larger LE value, indicating that it has more complex
chaotic characteristics.

2.4 DNA Encoding Rule and Operation

According to the base-complementary pairing rules in bi-
ology, adenine (A) complements thymine (T) and cyto-
sine (C) complements guanine (G). This is similar to the
complementarity of 0 and 1 in binary, with the binary
number being 00, 01, 10 and 11. There are 24 encoding
rules according to permutation and combination, but only
8 encoding rules in Table 1 are left according to DNA en-
coding rule [22]. The operations of DNA sequence mainly
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include addition, subtraction and XOR operations. Eight
kinds of rules correspond to eight kinds of DNA arith-
metic rules.

Table 1: DNA encoding rule

DNA type A T C G
1 00 11 01 10
2 00 11 10 01
3 01 10 00 11
4 01 10 11 00
5 10 01 00 11
6 10 01 00 11
7 11 01 11 10
8 11 00 10 01

3 Proposed Image Encryption Al-
gorithm

Known plaintext matrix P and the chaotic sequence gen-
erated by the key set A = A1, A2, · · · , AI |I ∈ C∗, B =
B1, B2, · · · , BI |I ∈ C∗. Where AI and BI represent the
I − th chaotic sequence. C∗ represents the set of posi-
tive integers. In this paper, the encryption process of the
image encryption algorithm based on Hyperchaotic sys-
tems and DNA encoding is shown in Figure 2. First, it
takes each element in sets A and B to 8 decimal places,
and maps the element in set A to [1, 8] through certain
operations to obtain Q = Q1, Q2, · · · , QI |I ∈ C∗. Sim-
ilarly, it maps the elements of set B to [1,8] and [1,3]
respectively, and gets W = W1,W2, · · · ,WI |I ∈ C∗ and
E = E1, E2, · · · , EI |I ∈ C∗. Q and W correspond to 8
encoding rules, and E corresponds to 3 operation rules.
Secondly, the elements in set A are converted into a ci-
phertext matrix of the same size (M×N) as the plaintext
matrix P . Each element in the plain-text and ciphertext
matrices is converted to an 8-bit binary number. Accord-
ing to the DNA encoding rules in Table 1, DNA encoding
is performed for every 2 bits of binary number. If the
plaintext encoding rule is determined byQ and the cipher-
text encoding rule is determined by W , each element can
be converted into four DNA encodes. In order to ensure
that the matrix size remains M ×N after DNA encoding,
the plaintext and ciphertext are partitioned according to
every 4 DNA codes to generate a new plaintext matrix
P ′ and a new ciphertext matrix A′ with size M ×N and
composed of DNA codes. Then, DNA operation is carried
out on DNA code blocks at corresponding positions in the
new plaintext matrix and the new ciphertext matrix. The
operation rules are determined by E, and the scrambling
matrix R is obtained. Next, starting with the last ele-
ment, each element in the scrambled matrix R is DNA
computed with the previous element to obtain the diffu-
sion matrix R′. Finally, the diffusion matrix is decoded

for DNA and restored to binary sequence, and the final
encrypted image matrix R′′ is obtained by reconstructing
the matrix.

3.1 Key Generation

In the process of generating the system key, this paper
uses two improved mappings. The first mapping produces
the initial values x0, y0 and parameters a, b of the chaotic
sequence. The second mapping produces the initial val-
ues x′

0, y
′
0 and parameters a′, b′ of the chaotic sequence.

The generating process of initial values x0, x
′
0, y0, y

′
0 is

connected with the original image information to form
a dynamic key and achieve an one-password encryption
effect. Parameters a, a′, b, b′ are used as fixed keys.

Firstly, XOR operation is performed by pixel and an
8-bit binary number, then all pixel values are added to
generate a new value, and then divided by the size of the
plaintext image. Finally, the decimal part is taken as the
key. The calculation formula is as follows:

Ki = mod(sum(P ⊕Ni)/(M ×N), 1).

Where, K is the generated key and P is the plaintext
information. Ni is any number in the range of 0 to 255.
mod indicates mod operation. M × N is the size of the
plaintext image.

3.2 Generation of Decision Parameters

The image encryption algorithm based on hyperchaotic
sequence and DNA encoding in this paper has three de-
cision parameters, Q, W and E. Q is used to determine
the DNA encoding mode of the plaintext and the final
decoding mode, which is generated by the first chaotic se-
quence. W is used to determine the DNA encoding mode
of the ciphertext. E is used to determine the algorithm
and is generated by the second chaotic sequence.

Firstly, it takes the decimal part of the sequence, and
then converts the sequence value to 0-255. The calcula-
tion formula is as follows:

A′(i) = A(i)− floor(A(i)).

A′′(i) = mod(floor(A′(i)× 108), 256).

Then the parameters Q, W and E are generated. The
size of Q and W ranges from 1 to 8, corresponding to 8
encoding rules. The range of E is 1-3 corresponding to 3
operation modes, and the values of Q(i), W (i) and E(i)
are converted into:

Q(i) = mod(A′′(i), 8) + 1.

W (i) = mod(B′′(i), 8) + 1.

E(i) = mod(B′′(i), 3) + 1.

3.3 Scrambling and Diffusion Operations

First, the elements in the plaintext and ciphertext matri-
ces are converted to binary numbers. According to the
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Figure 2: Image encryption process

encoding rules in Table 1, every 2 bits are used for DNA
encoding, and every 4 DNA codes form an encoding block.
The plaintext selects the encoding rule according to the
Q value, and the ciphertext selects the encoding rule ac-
cording to the W value, and each element corresponds
to different Q and W , realizing dynamic encoding. Then
the scrambling operation is performed. According to the
corresponding E value, DNA operation is performed on
the plaintext block and ciphertext block. The calculation
formula is as follows:

R(i) = f(A(i), P (i), E(i)).

Where, R(i) is the block of the i − th block after scram-
bling. f is DNA operation. A(i) is the i − th ciphertext
block after DNA encoding. P (i) is the i − th plaintext
block after DNA encoding. E(i) is the operation mode
selected by block i.

Then there is the diffusion operation. DNA operation
is performed again on R(i) and the previous scrambled
block R(i−1). The calculation method is also determined
by the value of E. The calculation formula is as follows:

R′(i) = f(R(i), R(i− 1), E(i)).

4 Image Encryption Performance
Analysis

4.1 Encryption Effect and Histogram
Analysis

The dynamic key x0 = 0.8945, y0 = 0.3694, x′
0 = 0.9978,

y′0 = 0.3642 is generated by the improved hyperchaotic
mapping. Fixed key a = 12.0011, b = 40.0012, a′ =
16.3779, b′ = 42.8676. A 256-level gray image of 512×512
is selected and MATLAB2020b platform is adopted for

simulation experiment. The image encryption effect and
histogram are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Image decryption is the reverse process of encryption.
First, two chaotic sequences are generated using the eight
keys used in encryption, and the decision parameters,
DNA decoding, and inversion rules are generated from
them. That is, DNA addition is decrypted by subtraction,
and subtraction is decrypted by addition. Then, accord-
ing to DNA inversion rules and decision parameters, the
diffusion and scrambling operations are carried out suc-
cessively. Finally, DNA decoding is used to restore the
binary sequence to get the decrypted image. The image
decryption effect and histogram are shown in Figures 3
& 4. As can be seen from figure 3, the decrypted image
is completely consistent with the original image and its
histogram after decryption using the proposed algorithm,
indicating that the proposed algorithm has a good decryp-
tion effect. As can be seen from Figure 4, the encrypted
image can no longer distinguish the original image infor-
mation visually and is close to the noisy image. The gray
value distribution of encrypted images is more uniform,
which means that the images are more difficult to iden-
tify, provide less effective information, and have higher
security.

4.2 Information Entropy Analysis

Information entropy [11] is one of the indicators to mea-
sure the effect of image encryption. The maximum en-
tropy of a grayscale image is 8. Ifthe encryption effect is
better, the information entropy is closer to 8. The calcu-
lation formula is as follows:

H(x) = −
2N−1∑
i=1

Pilog2Pi.
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Figure 3: Encryption and decryption effect

Figure 4: Encryption and decryption image gray histogram
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Where, H(x) is information entropy. Pi is the probability
of gray value i.

The plaintext image in figure 3 is selected and the ci-
phertext image is encrypted by the algorithm in this pa-
per. The entropy of plaintext and ciphertext information
is calculated and compared with the entropy values ob-
tained in reference [7] and reference [13]. The results are
shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Plaintext and ciphertext entropy of different al-
gorithms

Method Plaintext entropy Ciphertext entropy
Proposed 7.3733 7.9995

reference [7] 7.4543 7.9974
reference [13] 7.3451 7.9896

As can be seen from Table 2, in the three algorithms,
the image information entropy after encryption with the
proposed algorithm is closer to 8, indicating that the pro-
posed algorithm has better encryption effect.

4.3 Differential Attack Resistance and
Sensitivity Analysis

Differential attack is mainly through changing the origi-
nal image information, and then encrypting with the same
key by comparing the difference before and after the im-
age encryption to find the difference between the plaintext
and the key, so as to decipher the encrypted image. Num-
ber of Pixels Change Rate (NPCR) and Unified Average
Changing Intensity (UACI) are used to evaluate the differ-
ential attack resistance capability. NPCR reflects the ra-
tio of different gray values of different images at the same
position. UACI reflects the average density of change be-
tween different images. The larger NPCR and UACI de-
note the better differential attack resistance, the stronger
sensitivity, and the better encryption effect. NPCR and
UACI are calculated as follows:

NPCR =

∑
i,j G(i, j)

M ×N
× 100/%.

UACI =
1

M ×N

∑
i,j

R1(i, j)−R2(i, j)

255
× 100/%.

In the formula, R1(i, j) and R2(i, j) are the pixel val-
ues of pixel points in i − th row and j − th column of
the original encrypted image and the changed encrypted
image respectively. When R1(i, j) = R2(i, j), G(i, j) = 0,
otherwise G(i, j) = 1.

In reference [1], the 256-grade gray image was theoret-
ically calculated according to Equations (??) and (??),
and the theoretical calculated values of NPCR and UACI
were 99.6094% and 33.465%, respectively.

In the experiment of plaintext sensitivity analysis,
firstly, the new algorithm in this paper is used to en-
crypt the original plaintext image to form the original

encrypted image. Then, the pixel value of a certain point
in the original plaintext image is changed, and the new
algorithm is used for encryption to form a new encrypted
image. The original encrypted image is compared with
the new encrypted image to obtain NPCR and UACI. In
the experiment, P (i, j) represents the pixel value of co-
ordinate point (i, j). The pixel value of the coordinate
(20,30) is changed from 12 to 13, the pixel value of the
coordinate (155,100) is changed from 14 to 15, the pixel
value of the coordinate (200,300) is changed from 169 to
170, and the pixel value of the coordinate (512,512) is
changed from 65 to 66. The test results are shown in
Table 3.

Table 3: Plaintext sensitivity of the proposed algorithm

Index NPCR UACI
P(20,30) 99.6151 33.4862
P(155,100) 99.6372 33.4015
P(200,300) 99.6179 33.4062
P(512,512) 99.6234 33.4323

As can be seen from Table 3, the calculated NPCR and
UACI values are close to or higher than the theoretical
calculated values in reference [1] when the pixel value of a
coordinate point of the plaintext image is slightly changed
and encrypted by the new algorithm in this paper. It
shows that the proposed algorithm can effectively resist
differential attacks and has high plaintext sensitivity.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes an image encryption algorithm based
on hyperchaotic mapping and DNA coding, which en-
hances the security of images, expands the key space, and
improves the ability to resist differential attacks. How-
ever, the new algorithm in this paper only applies to
256-level gray image encryption. The subsequent plan is
to carry out research on color image encryption, extract
RGB channels of color images, and carry out chaotic en-
cryption for each channel and between channels, so as to
further improve the application of the algorithm in the
field of image encryption.
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